Dear Authors, Readers and Colleagues

It is a pleasure to meet again as an editorial of IJDMS. As the year, 2014 had end, and we have already said cheers to the New Year 2015. It gives us tremendous gratification to convey that we had completed two issues of volume one as the editorial team of IJDMS. We have started a journal which covers a very wide range of health sciences as it is a specialty journal which covers both medical and dental. We are also trying to get suitable manuscripts so that our readers can increase their knowledge in the specialty from which they are concerned. The access and the range of our IJDMS journals have increased consistently not only in India, but also all over the globe since our first issue in 2014. Moreover, submissions from various dental and medical specialties across the world indicate the steady growth of IJDMS. The approbation goes to the reviewers, authors, and most importantly our readers who have made this an outstanding achievement.

PACKED EDITION

As always, we receive far more contents related to dental and medical specialty for our journal as we can accommodate, but we are always keen to receive excellent and good manuscript with some advancement which can increase knowledge to our readers. As the managing editor of IJDMR, I would like to give priority for original research work and findings in the forthcoming issues.

We have to sustain this recognition and maintain the global standards set for our journal. Case reports are essential as they convey crucial information and experience of a particular situation and new prospects available to treat the anomaly. Unique presentations could be shared even as personal communications. Our journal should be a medium for sharing original research with overview and updates of current issues, provided in the form of review articles, recommendations, or a conclusion of clinical trials.

We would like to maintain the anticipation of our audience, with a balance of scientific and clinical information, thus augmenting their scientific knowledge in the process. Hence, manuscript preparation of the highest quality is the foremost priority of the Editorial Board. We request and appreciate the sincere efforts made by authors and reviewers in preparing the article for the updated material cycle.

TILL NEXT YEAR

We have had a good past year in the journal of dental and medical specialty and we hope that our authors and readers did too. On behalf of the Editorial Board, I want to thank all our authors, contributors, and reviewers for their great work. We wish all our readers a happy Christmas and a peaceful and prosperous ongoing New Year 2015.

We hope the journal of dental and medical specialty will continue the progress story it has accomplished so far. We and trying and we will together strive in the coming years to extra enhance and upgrade the quality of the published manuscript. Your cooperation in our journal as an author, reviewer or reader will be entreated in this endeavor, and your comments and criticisms are always welcome.

Short time long run but I will in fact we will together make it possible and I will never quit
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